
Zeemax Mini Cs Fitting Instructions 

Remove from vehicle: Front Grill, Front & Rear Bumpers, Wheel Arch Extensions (where 
fitted) and Sill Trim 

Front Bumper Spoiler fits under grill and is bolted along lower grill edge and into 
number plate brackets 

Front Wheel Arches are flanged at rear and either edge for a perfect fit, these are drilled 
and bolted in place. If you are lowering the car and fitting wider wheels then the wheel 
arches would have to be trimmed. Use flange on the Zeemax wheel arch as a template. 
This will give you the correct amount to trim off 

Lower seam sill, below door, must be cut and flattened at beginning of rear wheel arch 
to enable sill to sit flat 

Side Skirts are bonded to side lower sill seam and bolt to flange on both front and rear 
arch extensions 

Rear Bumper is bonded with sealant to bumper flange bolts to each rear Wheel Arch 
flange 

It is preferable to trial fit and drill all mounting holes remove and paint for protection 
and to ensure all edges are painted then refit to body work 

If 13 inch wheels are being fitted and the suspension is being lowered, then the original 
metal wheel arches will have to be trimmed accordingly to allow front wheels to turn 
and clear, and rear wheels arches to clear tyres 

Important Note: Due to the nature of manufacture, ie: the parts are hand laid, we have 
been advised by our manufacturer that the parts be baked before priming, in order to 
expose any air pockets that may be present, therefore these can be dealt with before 
priming and painting.  

No claim may be made against Zeemax for product distortion due to adverse climate 
changes. 

We have the kits made in a dark colour so that it will show up any slight imperfections 
in manufacture due to the nature of the composite material which cannot be avoided 
and go with the territory.  

This does not mean that the product is in any way sub standard, but makes it easier for 
the body shop when pre baking the parts before priming and painting to find any 
imperfections that may be present. 

Any queries, please phone us. 

 


